
Discover The World



Porto, Portugal



Welcome to Tauck. We invite you to see the world  
as you’ve never seen it before. To travel the world with 
exclusive access, authentic local connections, insider 
knowledge, and unique, one-of-a-kind experiences. 

We keep raising the bar to find new ways to connect  
you more deeply with the places you explore. So read  
on, and find your inspiration for your next journey.
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Canada
10+ Tours & Cruises

United States
26+ Tours & Cruises

Latin America
9+ Tours & Cruises

Antarctica
1 Cruise
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Turn the pages... and discover the joy of travel on our most 

popular journeys across 7 continents, in over 100 destinations 

and 70+ countries. They are all unique, featuring travels by 

land, small group, river cruise and small ship, plus trips that are 

specially designed for families. We invite you to join us for travel 

experiences unlike any others... 

For full details, or to see our complete portfolio of journeys, please 
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Africa
15+ Tours & Cruises

Europe
82+ Tours & Cruises

Asia
7+ Tours & Cruises

Australia & New Zealand
2 Tours 
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Banff National Park



As a family-owned travel company nearly 100 years strong, we 

are passionate about sharing the world with our guests. Unique 

access, provided by our longstanding relationships with our 

supplier partners around the globe, helps us to create journeys 

that fulfill what our guests, travelers like yourselves, tell us they 

seek. We continue to add new destinations and ways to explore 

our amazing planet that will be memorable for a lifetime. 

As testimony to our commitment to delivering extraordinary travel 

experiences, we’ve been named to Travel + Leisure’s “World’s 

Best” list for 25 consecutive years, including being recognized 

among the “World’s Best River Cruise Lines" and the “World’s Best 

Tour Operators.”  

Approaching A 
Century Of Travel
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Banff National Park



The best journeys aren’t just about the places you explore – 

they’re defined by how you experience them. With Tauck, you’ll 

see the world differently thanks to our exclusive access in 

destinations the world over. You’ll have that special moment of 

inspiration, achieved only through quiet contemplation, on an 

exclusive after-hours visit to the Vatican Museums and Sistine 

Chapel. Tauck guests stand alone in King Tutankhamun’s Egyptian 

tomb on an extraordinary after-hours visit in the Valley of the 

Kings. And dreams of what it was like to live as a royal come 

true at a reception and dinner at gilded Queluz National Palace 

in Lisbon, for Tauck guests only. Unique, exclusive and personal 

access – the key to creating those memories that last a lifetime.

Unique & 
Exclusive Access
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Sistine Chapel 
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Sistine Chapel 
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Sacred Valley, Peru



Travel authentically and connect more deeply – thanks to our 

handpicked local guides and longstanding partnerships. A 

performance of folk dancing and horsemanship with Peruvian 

Pasos. An eye-opening game drive on safari in Africa, led by 

expert trackers and guides. A reception, dinner and hunting 

hound demonstration at a private château in France. A camel ride 

to discover what life was like in ancient Jordan. Unforgettable 

moments that make your journey unlike any other.

Closer 
Connections
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Sacred Valley, Peru



Everything about Tauck is personal – and your journey is fully 

guided by expert Tauck Directors who come from 41 countries, 

speak 52 languages collectively, and are renowned as the world’s 

best travel companions. They will be more than just your guide –  

they’re your planning expert, your helping hand, thoughtfully 

providing the attentive, caring service that is a hallmark of Tauck. 

They’re the difference between a trip, and the trip of a lifetime... 

and they show you the world in ways you couldn’t experience on 

your own. We’ll introduce you to local experts and guides – chefs, 

artisans, musicians, political experts, cowboys, naturalists, historians, 

even royalty – and together, with our Tauck Directors, they provide 

a deeper, truly authentic travel experience.

Guided By The  
Best – Our Tauck 
Directors
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Tauck Directors in Antarctica
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Tauck Directors in Antarctica
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Petra, Jordan
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On our land journeys around the world, including most of the 

land journeys on the upcoming pages, there’s an opportunity to 

travel on small group departures averaging 24 Tauck guests. Small 

groups mean greater access, fewer people, a lower guide-to-guest 

ratio for more personalized service, engaging more closely with 

local experts and fellow travelers, and a bit more flexibility and 

freedom to follow your interests and linger longer as you explore. 

You’ll travel with peace of mind when traveling with Tauck – we are 

committed to delivering the trip of your dreams.

The Art Of
Going Small

Petra, Jordan
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Our journeys take you to the Europe you want to experience 

in depth and in the moment… exploring its rich history, cultural 

diversity, culinary traditions and masterful achievements in art and 

architecture. Connect with day-to-day life in each destination as 

you travel through Europe’s great cities and along the “Yellow 

Roads”… those smaller back roads (highlighted in yellow on classic 

Michelin road maps) that bring you to less-visited sights and a 

taste of everyday life in the countries you’re visiting. Add the 

insights of our Tauck Directors and our local guides – who thrive 

on sharing their hometowns with you – and you’ll come away with 

an authentic slice of European life.

Along Old 
World Europe’s 
‘Yellow Roads’ 

The Colosseum, Rome



The Colosseum, Rome
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Classic Italy

A celebration of the art of living La Dolce Vita… after closing hours, 

without the crowds, inside the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel, 

the Uffizi in Florence – and St. Mark’s Basilica in Venice… within 

centuries-old seaside villages along the Mediterranean shores of the 

Amalfi Coast and Cinque Terre… through the Eternal City of Rome, 

viewing ancient sites dating back thousands of years under the 

expertise of a local guide, including the art and architecture of one of 

the most famous churches in the world, St. Peter’s Basilica.

14 Days / April - October
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A Week in... Venice, 
Florence & Rome

Spain & Portugal A Week In... Ireland

8 Days / March - December

14 Days / April - October 8 Days / April - October
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Art… Architecture… and Cucina Italiana, traveling First 

Class between Italy’s premier cities via high-speed train. 

In Venice, view art and architectural masterpieces such 

as the “upside down” Doge’s Palace. In Florence, art and 

history are illuminated on guided tours of the Uffizi and 

Galleria dell’Accademia. And in Imperial Rome, explore 

iconic ancient sites with a local guide – and the Vatican 

Museums and Sistine Chapel after hours.

The Iberian Peninsula, rediscovered, on a journey 

unlike any other exploring scenic and cultural contrasts 

of Spain and Portugal. There’s a lot of history to be 

discovered in Europe’s westernmost capital city, Lisbon, 

and the World Heritage Site towns of Porto and Sintra. 

Neighboring Spain entices with storybook villages in 

Andalucía, “the Rock” in Gibraltar, cultural traditions in 

Seville, sun-kissed beaches in Marbella, Moorish charm 

in Granada and Córdoba – and elegant architecture and 

plazas, plus treasured Museo Prado, in majestic Madrid. 

A week well spent in the Emerald Isle takes you from 

sophisticated cities such as the capital Dublin to small 

towns throughout the quintessential Irish countryside. 

Discover antiquities and nature’s best in the Burren, at 

the Cliffs of Moher and in the lush Wicklow Hills. Stay in 

a fabulous majestic castle and an elegant manor house 

steeped in history and countryside charm, tour, taste, 

dine, and immerse in Irish charm.
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Lyon, France



Whether you’re exploring the Rhine or the Danube, the Douro, 

the Rhône or the Seine with us, your Tauck river cruise 

experience is all about the intimate ambiance and service you’ll 

enjoy, and exclusive experiences ashore you can’t get on your 

own. Our river cruises welcome couples, groups, solo travelers, 

friends who enjoy cruising together, guests sharing interests 

aboard themed or holiday cruises, and families aboard Tauck 

Bridges family river cruises. Whichever you choose, you’ll unpack 

once, connect more closely with the culture, history and locals in 

the places you explore, and return home transformed.

Let The River 
Take You
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Lyon, France
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Châteauneuf-du-Pape
Uzès Avignon
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The Blue Danube Savoring France: Paris, Lyon & Provence

Our #1 journey, worldwide. Cruise the heart of Old World Europe... Baroque palaces, 

lush winelands, and storybook towns in Austria, Germany, Hungary, the Czech Republic, 

and Slovakia. A private evening at the grand Akadémia Club in Budapest; an exclusive 

dinner and evening at the 16th-century Lobkowicz Palace in Prague; Slovakian cuisine 

and dance at a private performance; and an evening at a private palace in Vienna at 

Palais Pallavicini, steeped in art, music, and grandeur, with breathtaking memories.

Epicurean delights include dinner at Fouquet’s and a pastry class at Le Cordon Bleu 

in Paris. A seven-night cruise on the Rhône, from Lyon to Arles, a tasting at Les Halles 

de Lyon, Beaujolais & Châteauneuf-du-Pape wine tasting, and a private ranch visit in 

the Camargue where a Provençal lunch includes an opportunity to see the gardians 

(cowboys) at work along with the region’s iconic white horses and black bulls.

12 Days / April - October 10 Days / April - October
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Porto

PORTUGAL

SPAIN
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BELGIUM

Amsterdam

GERMANY
Koblenz

FRANCE

NETHERLANDS

SWITZERLAND

Lucerne

HeidelbergSpeyer

Mt. Pilatus

Basel

Château du Haut-Koenigsbourg

Strasbourg Baden-Baden

Bacharach

Köln

Utrecht

Mannheim

Breisach

Engelskirchen

The Romantic Rhine:  
Amsterdam to Basel

Villages & Vintages:  
Cruising the Douro River Valley

Ancient castles perch aloft, gentle valleys 

calm, age-old winelands lure, spas give 

respite, cathedrals speak to powerful times, 

plains and woods catch the eye, and a great 

river runs through it – connecting centuries 

of history and crossroads of thought. Sail 

along the Upper Middle Rhine’s dramatic 

landscapes with shore adventures that 

include a reception and dinner at moated 

Schloss Ehreshoven outside of Cologne.

Follow the winding Douro River through astonishing landscapes of rugged hills 

and steep vineyard terraces. Discover Port history at the gateway to the valley’s 

centuries-old wine estates, at the postcard village of Pinhão, and a private dinner with 

wine pairings at family-run Quinta do Portal, where a taste of life in this out-of-the-way, 

little-known, ancient winemaking region inspires the heart and stirs the soul.

8 Days / May - October 8 Days / April - October
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Grundarfjördur, Iceland



Discover Small 
Ship Cruising
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Smaller ships, bigger experiences – Tauck’s small ship cruises 

immerse you in voyages of discovery aboard elegant small ships 

handpicked for the destination. Our intimate expedition-style 

cruises – such as exploring the Galápagos with as few as 40 

guests aboard – provide a unique window through which to view 

some of Earth’s rarest wildlife. From Spain, Italy, and Greece to the 

United Kingdom, Norway’s fjords or Japan, our culturally inspired 

voyages (aboard ships averaging less than 200 guests) create 

memorable connections and indulge your passion for discovery 

on a choice of included shore excursions. With just about every 

expense included in one upfront price, our small ship cruises 

promise smooth sailing wherever you sail with us.

Grundarfjördur, Iceland
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Venice & the  
Dalmatian Coast

Iceland Alaska’s Inside Passage

Be at one with nature, surrounded by some of the most 

dramatic and wildlife-rich scenery on Earth – a cruise 

that is a perfect combination of natural and cultural 

history. Snow-crowned mountains, glacier-carved fjords, 

and lush green rainforests... this majestic state and its 

unique treasure trove of wildlife, landscapes, and rich 

multicultural heritage are truly unforgettable.

10 Days / June, August - September

8 Days / June - August 10 Days / June - August

Sibenik

Venice
CROATIA

MONTENEGRO

ADRIATIC SEA

ITALY

Split

Dubrovnik
Korcula

Kotor

Hvar

Rovinj

The Dalmatian Coast of Croatia, where stories of the ages 

are told at many UNESCO World Heritage Sites, none 

so great as those that lie behind the medieval walls of 

Dubrovnik. From Sibenik to the ancient Roman Palace of 

Diocletian in Split... to the outdoor pleasures of the island 

of Hvar... or the hidden treasures within Montenegro’s 

Kotor, the complicated, fascinating past coincides 

with the present. Taste wine, olive oil, bread, ham and 

home-cooked meals... bicycle, hike and swim... and it all 

begins with two nights in Venice.

A remote, strikingly beautiful world of geysers, glaciers, 

volcanic hot springs, and little villages mainly populated 

by puffins, whales, and arctic terns. Explore the Golden 

Circle’s geothermal wonders, Thingvellir National Park, 

where the history of the nation began, and the Gullfoss 

waterfalls; walk across the Arctic Circle on Grímsey Island; 

take a dip in the Blue Lagoon; and visit Vigur Island.
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Peru & the 
Galápagos Islands

Unravel the mysteries of the centuries on a visit to Machu Picchu, 

the spectacular “Lost City of the Incas” – one of the must-see 

destinations on any world-traveler’s list. Meet the famed Paso horses 

on a Peruvian ranch... a weaving demonstration at a local farm... and a 

scenic rail journey to the gateway of Machu Picchu for an overnight 

stay next to the ancient Incan site. A six-night cruise aboard an 

expeditionary-style yacht is accompanied by naturalists who inform 

and inspire with insights into the amazing wildlife including the giant 

Galápagos tortoises, blue-footed boobies, iguanas, and sea lions. 

15 Days / March - October
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Serengeti National Park
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Our Exotic journeys call you to those special places around the 

world whose names alone conjure up visions of storybook wonders 

such as the Serengeti, Machu Picchu, Angkor Wat, the Pyramids, 

Petra, Costa Rica, Patagonia, Old Jerusalem, the Taj Mahal, and more. 

Ahead are exclusive experiences... life-changing discoveries and 

adventures amidst Earth’s natural and man-made treasures… stays in 

some of the world’s finest hotels and lodges… and amazing natural 

history experiences, with expert naturalists who lead the way.

Exotic Journeys, 
Worldwide

Serengeti National Park
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Arusha

Serengeti
National Park

Maximum Elevation: 7,550 ft.
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Maximum Elevation: 6,000 ft.Constantia

SOUTH AFRICA

ZIMBABWE

Cape of
Good Hope

Sabi Sabi Private
Game Reserve

Tanzania: Serengeti to Zanzibar South Africa: An Elegant Adventure

A Tanzania safari experience of a lifetime 

– plus the mystique of exotic Zanzibar. 

Watch Africa’s wildlife dramas play out 

around you on safari game drives in 

open-top vehicles – and see the circle 

of life unfold below you from a hot air 

balloon soaring above the Serengeti 

savanna. Enjoy a picnic lunch on the 

floor of a long-dormant volcano thought 

by some to be the “Garden of Eden.” 

Sail on the Indian Ocean in a traditional 

handcrafted dhow – and discover the 

aromatic spice bazaars in Stone Town on 

the island of Zanzibar.

From its natural treasures to its cultural 

legacies, experience the very soul of South 

Africa. Head out into the wilderness with 

skilled safari guides and trackers at private 

game reserves and inside Kruger National 

Park. Sample the fruits of the vine in the 

lush Cape Winelands, have a private lunch 

with elephants in an elephant sanctuary 

in Zimbabwe, and cruise the Zambezi 

River at sunset. You’ll discover firsthand 

the dramatic story of the struggles against 

apartheid in Cape Town and Johannesburg, 

the power of Victoria Falls, the beauty of 

Table Mountain, and the “end of Africa” at 

the Cape of Good Hope.

10 Days / January - February, May - October, December 12 Days / January - December
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GREAT
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Fly to New Zealand 
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Blenheim
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Grand Australia & New Zealand Israel and Jordan

The wonders of the lands down under, via 

private charter flights in Australia and New 

Zealand. You’ll find them at magical Uluru 

in Australia’s “Red Centre,” the desert 

Outback. On a jet boat ride through the 

rapids of the Shotover River. And at a 

crocodile farm near Cairns. Discover 

Aboriginal culture and the folkways of 

the Maori. Swim or snorkel at the Great 

Barrier Reef. Taste your way through 

New Zealand’s celebrated wine country, 

a luncheon cruise on the Marlborough 

Sounds, and dinner with the warbirds at 

an extraordinary aviation museum. 

Immerse in thousands of years 

of history and culture where the 

cornerstones of three of the world’s 

major faiths – Judaism, Islam and 

Christianity – converge. In Jerusalem 

– where you’ll enjoy an authentic taste 

of ancient times during a special dining 

experience – discover the Western 

Wall, the Dome of the Rock, Via 

Dolorosa and the Church of the Holy 

Sepulchre. Explore Petra, Bethlehem, 

Masada and Mt. Nebo. Float in the 

Dead Sea’s buoyant waters, and share 

a Bedouin-style feast complete with a 

sword dance. 

20 Days / January - April, September - December 14 Days / February - May, September - November
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Denali National Park, Alaska

Taking their cue from North America’s beautiful landscapes, our 

trips celebrate the treasures of the national parks, New England’s 

forested slopes, the Rockies’ towering peaks, and the Maritimes’ 

coastal shores in rooms with a view at sought-after national park 

hotels and beachfront resorts across the United States and Canada. 

Experience life in the American West, tropical bliss in Hawaii, and 

wildlife wonderment in Alaska, discovering North America the way 

we do – enjoying exclusive insights by our partner, documentary 

filmmaker Ken Burns, insider access to places the locals know best 

and deeper connections to the destinations you’ll explore with us.

North America: 
Best Of Canada & 
The United States
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Denali National Park, Alaska
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Page
Las Vegas

Zion National Park 
Bryce Canyon 
National Park 

Kanab

Monument 
Valley

Lake Powell

Oak Creek Canyon
Sedona

Phoenix / Scottsdale

Grand Canyon 
National Park 

NEVADA
UTAH

ARIZONA

Glen Canyon 
National Recreation Area

America’s Canyonlands The Best of Hawaii

Our best-selling North America journey. 

From Phoenix, travel to the Grand 

Canyon for a stay in the heart of the park 

steps away from the South Rim... enjoy 

flightseeing, a 4 x 4 off-road adventure, 

a private cruise on Lake Powell and a 

Colorado River float trip in Glen Canyon 

National Recreation Area... experience the 

pinnacles and mystical hoodoos of Bryce 

Canyon... and explore the cliffs and valleys 

of Zion National Park. Throughout your 

journey, enjoy film vignettes produced 

exclusively for Tauck by our travel partners, 

filmmakers Ken Burns and Dayton Duncan.

Tropical paradise begins on a 4-island journey with ocean-view rooms in beachfront 

resorts, including the iconic Royal Hawaiian, the “Pink Palace” of Oahu, overlooking 

Diamond Head and Waikiki Beach. And how about... an after-hours tour, reception 

and dinner at Queen Emma Summer Palace, exploring ancient traditions aboard an 

outrigger canoe, a pre-opening tour at Honolulu’s historic Iolani Palace, volcanoes 

and rainforests on the Big Island and a catamaran sail along the Kohala Coast, the lush 

Garden Isle of Kauai, and a Hawaiian luau, private to Tauck guests.

8 Days / April - October 12 Days / January - November
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WASHINGTON

           Jasper National Park
                   (3,500 ft.)

Athabasca Glacier 
      (7,200 ft.)

Lake Louise 
(5,700 ft.)

Calgary

Banff National Park
       (4,500 ft.)

Kananaskis
(4,800 ft.)

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

ALBERTA

Ottawa

Montmorency Falls

Niagara Falls

Thousand Islands

Toronto

Montreal

VERMONT

NEW YORK

Quebec
City

QUEBEC

ONTARIO

LAKE ONTARIO

Best of the Canadian Rockies Canada’s Capital Cities plus Niagara Falls

Three magnificent Canadian national parks, 

Banff, Jasper, and Yoho, reveal dramatic 

mountain panoramas, thundering waterfalls, 

glaciers, hot springs, emerald lakes and 

wildlife from bears to moose, elk, bighorn 

sheep and mountain goats. Flightsee 

between the Three Sisters Peaks by 

helicopter and walk on Athabasca Glacier’s 

living ice. Choose how to explore Jasper 

National Park – go whitewater rafting, 

explore the town of Jasper, or hike forest 

trails with a wildlife interpreter. And stay in 

alpine wilderness resorts that define the 

word “legendary,” set in stunning locations 

in the heart of the national parks.

Cultural connections are made in 

four Canadian cities with distinct 

personalities: Toronto, a multicultural 

metropolis of the arts and world-class 

dining; Montreal, the “Paris of Canada”; 

Ottawa, city of Parliament, museums, 

grand parks and gardens; and Quebec 

City, a walled city of charm and cobbled 

streets invoking the feel of Old Europe. 

Discover Niagara Falls and Niagara-on-

the-Lake, soar above Montmorency 

Falls aboard a gondola, learn the 

secrets of the Thousand Islands on a 

private cruise, and privately dine at the 

Royal Ontario Museum.

8 Days / May - September 10 Days / May - September
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Grand Teton National Park



Grand Teton National Park
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With 20 years of experience designing multi-generational 

adventures for all ages, Tauck Bridges introduces family travelers to 

exciting destinations in the US, Canada, Latin America, Europe and 

Africa. But it’s not just the places you’ll go that make a Tauck Bridges 

trip unforgettable. It’s also the joy of discovering the world together 

on included fun-filled activities that are planned and managed for 

you by a Tauck Director who travels with you every step of the 

way. Track the “Big Five” on safari in Africa. Zip line in a Costa Rican 

rainforest. Raft through red rock canyons or cruise along a storied 

European river – and give your family the world.

Give Your Family
The World: 
Tauck Bridges
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Italia Bella: Rome to Venice

How do you craft the perfect trip to Italy 

that the entire family will enjoy? How 

about a ride in a vintage Fiat across 

Florence’s Arno River? An after-hours 

tour of the Vatican Museums and Sistine 

Chapel? A gelato-making class at a 

Roman cooking school? Dinner aboard 

a “pirate ship” in Venice? Exploring 

Orvieto’s underground caves and 

tunnels? How about all of the above 

along with learning about Rome’s ancient 

glories, Renaissance masterpieces in 

Florence, Venice’s canals, Pisa’s Leaning 

Tower and more.

8 Days / March - April, June - August, December
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Castles on the Rhine:  
Family Riverboat Adventure

Unpack just once aboard our Rhine 

family river cruise and enjoy a variety of 

fun-filled activities. They include a bicycle 

ride through forests and vineyards along 

the river; a ride on the world’s steepest 

cogwheel train to the top of Mt. Pilatus in 

the Swiss Alps; learning about the Lorelei 

and other legends while keeping an eye 

out for fairy-tale castles; discovering the 

art and historic canals of Amsterdam; 

an exclusive gala dinner at a medieval 

moated castle in Germany; becoming 

“French for a Day”; and much more!

8 Day River Cruise / June – July
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Tanzania: A Grand Family Safari Cowboy Country

Close your eyes for a minute and 

picture your family on safari in Tanzania’s 

wildlife-rich national parks – and you 

experience the real life home of Africa’s 

Big Five. Get a true taste of daily life in the 

African bush when you visit the Maasai 

and learn about their cultural traditions. 

Travel aboard our open-top Africa safari 

vehicles where everyone has a great view 

of elephants, zebras, giraffes, antelope, 

gazelles during morning and afternoon 

game drives – and when you soar over the 

Serengeti in a hot air balloon at dawn.

A fun-loving family adventure in the heart of the Old West. Discover the man-made 

artistry of Mount Rushmore and the natural majesty of Grand Teton National Park. 

Look for beaver, elk, bison and more on the way to Yellowstone National Park, where 

you’ll stay just steps from Old Faithful. Take in a night of Wild West entertainment in the 

rodeo capital of the world. Raft down the Snake River and sample the life of a cowboy 

with horseback riding, roping demos and campfires on a real working ranch.

10 Days / June - August, December 8 Days / June – August
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